This is a brief account on Ryszard Syski's scientific contributions and his collaboration with the author. 
A few weeks beforehand I had read a paper, also for the ITC meeting, authored by Syski. That paper impressed me. It was a clear and beautiful exposition of the analysis of basic queueing models then used in telephone traffic engineering; I looked forward to meeting its author. We met in Copenhagen and that encounter was Ryszard has published several books and many papers. He is an enthusiastic teacher. Pollaczek's approach of the GI/G/1-queueing model is one of his favorite subjects. Ryszard took great care to elucidate the work of Pollaczek; they were close friends. Ryszard was influential as an author and teacher; he has also strongly contributed to applied probability in his involvement in several eloquent initiatives.
In the late sixties, some applied probabilists felt the need for international meetings on engineering applications of probability. Ryszard was one of them. Ryszard did not look forward to his retirement, but surely he will remain the same fine person for all of his numerous friends. I wish him well.
